
Take control of a high-performing,  
non-acute supply chain with  
McKesson Business AnalyticsSM

Without proper technology and expertise, 
it’s nearly impossible to gather accurate, 
comprehensive data across all non-acute sites 
within a system. It’s important to have resources 
that can bridge the data gaps, find opportunities 
and help you make solid business decisions 
within your health system. 

With McKesson Business Analytics, we’ve 
created an interactive, easy-to-use solution  
to help you build a stronger, more resilient  
supply chain. 

Insight. Action. Results.

Contact your McKesson  
Medical-Surgical Account Manager  
for complimentary access.

•  Identify opportunities to  
reduce cost 

• Understand ordering trends

•  Estimate critical product inventory 

•  Access predictive emergency 
ordering and automation 

•  Find opportunities to help  
support improved compliance 

•  Evaluate product concentration  
by country or origin and  
manufacturer 

Turn data  
into action:

•  Mitigate risks through  
predictive emergency ordering 

•  Benchmark and rank facilities 

•  Balance and diversify  
product portfolio 

•  Reduce costs, redundancies  
and waste 

•  Minimize inventory disruptions

•  Track progress on your  
scorecard

Turn action  
into results:
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Uncover opportunities to improve your health system

Identify savings and spend management  
•  Take a deeper dive into your detailed spending, utilization and efficiency 

reports by product, category or facility 

•  View purchasing patterns to predict future demand, manage cash flow and 
explore the difference between your non-acute facilities 

Standardize purchasing   
•  Identify opportunities to improve contract compliance, decrease  

variability and save money 

 •  Get the data you need to standardize products across your  
non-acute facilities

•   Identify lower cost alternatives including McKesson Brands and generics

Industry benchmarking   
•  Learn how you compare with your peers in areas like order efficiency 

and standardization*

•  Get insight into where your system excels or could improve

*Based upon proprietary McKesson data

Take control 
•  Mitigate risks through predictive emergency ordering 

• Diversify and balance product portfolio 

 •  Evaluate country of origin and supplier concentration for all products

•  Cost source analysis to help you improve financial outcomes 

Take action  
Talk to your McKesson Medical-Surgical Account Manager  
for access to McKesson Business Analytics.

The link is also available from the Reports page in McKesson SupplyManager.SM


